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a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading adult piano repertoire is
written to supplement and reinforce music fundamentals the
books present many original solos and familiar religious
music that the student will enjoy playing for himself and
friends original solos are also included some are based on
the sound of jazz each book of this repertoire series is
carefully selected and edited for gradual progress they may
also be used with other courses of piano study a concise
step by step approach to the study of the piano in either
private or class lessons the materials are fresh and new and
presented to insure steady progress toward a musical goal
supplementary materials should be used to balance the
study material additional piano studies will promote good
music reading the theory books of the david carr glover
piano library are written in programed instruction style one
of the most effective means of learning in modern education
programed instruction is based on three generally accepted
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principles 1 the material is presented in small steps called
frames 2 the student makes an immediate written response
to each frame so that his learning is constantly checked 3
the student knows if his answer is correct the theory books
are written for the preparatory age piano student however
the fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement the piano repertoire books are written to
supplement and reinforce the music fundamentals that the
student is learning at this level of advancement they may be
used with any piano course or library the books of the
primer level and levels 1 2 present familiar folk songs and
original solos folk songs are used at this early beginning
level to give the student materials that he is familiar with
and which he will enjoy playing for himself and his friends
this wealth of folk music gives him reading experience
develops musical taste and acquaints him with folk lore of
other countries level 3 is a collection of melodies of famous
composers the theory books of the david carr glover piano
library are written in programed instruction style one of the
most effective means of learning in modern education
programed instruction is based on three generally accepted
principles 1 the material is presented in small steps called
frames 2 the student makes an immediate written response
to each frame so that his learning is constantly checked 3
the student knows if his answer is correct the theory books
are written for the preparatory age piano student however
the fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
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are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement the piano repertoire books are written to
supplement and reinforce the music fundamentals that the
student is learning at this level of advancement they may be
used with any piano course or library the books of the
primer level and levels 1 2 present familiar folk songs and
original solos folk songs are used at this early beginning
level to give the student materials that he is familiar with
and which he will enjoy playing for himself and his friends
this wealth of folk music gives him reading experience
develops musical taste and acquaints him with folk lore of
other countries level 3 is a collection of melodies of famous
composers the piano repertoire books are written to
supplement and reinforce the music fundamentals that the
student is learning at this level of advancement they may be
used with any piano course or library the books of the
primer level and levels i ii present familiar folk songs and
original solos folk songs are used at this early beginning
level to give the student materials that he is familiar with
and which he will enjoy playing for himself and his friends
this wealth of folk music gives him reading experience
develops musical taste and acquaints him with folk lore of
other countries level iii is a collection of melodies of famous
composers the theory books of the david carr glover piano
library are written in programed instruction style one of the
most effective means of learning in modern education
programed instruction is based on three generally accepted
principles 1 the material is presented in small steps called
frames 2 the student makes an immediate written response
to each frame so that his learning is constantly checked 3
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the student knows if his answer is correct the theory books
are written for the preparatory age piano student however
the fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement the repertoire book are written to supplement
and reinforce the music fundamentals that the student is
learning at this level of advancement they may be used with
any piano course or library the books of the primer level and
levels i ii present familiar folk songs and original solos folk
songs are used at this early beginning level to give the
student materials that he is familiar with and which he will
enjoy playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk
music gives him reading experience develops musical taste
and acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level iii is
a collection of melodies of famous composers the repertoire
book are written to supplement and reinforce the music
fundamentals that the student is learning at this level of
advancement they may be used with any piano course or
library the books of the primer level and levels i ii present
familiar folk songs and original solos folk songs are used at
this early beginning level to give the student materials that
he is familiar with and which he will enjoy playing for
himself and his friends this wealth of folk music gives him
reading experience develops musical taste and acquaints
him with folk lore of other countries level iii is a collection of
melodies of famous composers david carr glover and louise
garrow arrangements use in sequence for those just
learning or out of sequence for the experienced player titles
angels we have heard on high deck the halls it came upon a
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midnight clear jolly old st nicholas the holly and the ivy we
three kings of orient are and more the repertoire book are
written to supplement and reinforce the music fundamentals
that the student is learning at this level of advancement they
may be used with any piano course or library the books of
the primer level and levels i ii present familiar folk songs
and original solos folk songs are used at this early beginning
level to give the student materials that he is familiar with
and which he will enjoy playing for himself and his friends
this wealth of folk music gives him reading experience
develops musical taste and acquaints him with folk lore of
other countries level iii is a collection of melodies of famous
composers this book is designed to follow logically the
primer level and continues to present attractive pieces and
etudes it leads the student slowly step by step into a higher
level of music study materials correlated with the piano
student level include lesson practice book piano theory
piano technic 30 note spelling lessons piano repertoire the
church musician sacred music chords and keys piano duets
jazz on 88 and others the theory books of the david carr
glover piano library are written in programed instruction
style one of the most effective means of learning in modern
education programed instruction is based on three generally
accepted principles 1 the material is presented in small
steps called frames 2 the student makes an immediate
written response to each frame so that his learning is
constantly checked 3 the student knows if his answer is
correct the theory books are written for the preparatory age
piano student however the fundamentals of music are
presented in a logical order making the books useful for any
beginner the theory books are correlated to the david carr
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glover piano library but can be used with any course on
music of this level of advancement piano technic provides a
wide variety of studies to develop the necessary technic for
performing music it can be used with any piano course or
library the objective of the authors is to encourage students
to play musically through the use of good interesting
materials that are not too difficult and which present one
technical problem at a time the music in the david carr
glover piano library is graded gradually so that the student
may play with ease beauty and an understanding of musical
values piano technic provides a wide variety of studies to
develop the necessary technic for performing music it can
be used with any piano course or library the objective of the
authors is to encourage students to play musically through
the use of good interesting materials that are not too
difficult and which present one technical problem at a time
the music in the david carr glover piano library is graded
gradually so that the student may play with ease beauty and
an understanding of musical values this book includes
familiar tunes as well as attractive originals the repertoire
book are written to supplement and reinforce the music
fundamentals that the student is learning at this level of
advancement they may be used with any piano course or
library the books of the primer level and levels i ii present
familiar folk songs and original solos folk songs are used at
this early beginning level to give the student materials that
he is familiar with and which he will enjoy playing for
himself and his friends this wealth of folk music gives him
reading experience develops musical taste and acquaints
him with folk lore of other countries level iii is a collection of
melodies of famous composers a concise step by step
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approach to the study of the piano in either private or class
lessons the materials are fresh and new and presented to
insure steady progress toward a musical goal supplementary
materials should be used to balance the study material
additional piano studies will promote good music reading a
collection of duets for piano composed by david carr glover
the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement the theory books of the david carr glover
piano library are written in programed instruction style one
of the most effective means of learning in modern education
programed instruction is based on three generally accepted
principles 1 the material is presented in small steps called
frames 2 the student makes an immediate written response
to each frame so that his learning is constantly checked 3
the student knows if his answer is correct the theory books
are written for the preparatory age piano student however
the fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
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be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement the theory books of the david carr glover
piano library are written in programed instruction style one
of the most effective means of learning in modern education
programed instruction is based on three generally accepted
principles 1 the material is presented in small steps called
frames 2 the student makes an immediate written response
to each frame so that his learning is constantly checked 3
the student knows if his answer is correct the theory books
are written for the preparatory age piano student however
the fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement a concise step by step approach to the study of
the piano in either private or class lessons the materials are
fresh and new and presented to insure steady progress
toward a musical goal supplementary materials should be
used to balance the study material additional piano studies
will promote good music reading a concise step by step
approach to the study of the piano in either private or class
lessons the materials are fresh and new and presented to
insure steady progress toward a musical goal supplementary
materials should be used to balance the study material
additional piano studies will promote good music reading
piano technic provides a wide variety of studies to develop
the necessary technic for performing music it can be used
with any piano course or library the objective of the authors
is to encourage students to play musically through the use
of good interesting materials that are not too difficult and
which present one technical problem at a time the music in
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the david carr glover piano library is graded gradually so
that the student may play with ease beauty and an
understanding of musical values the theory books of the
david carr glover piano library are written in programed
instruction style one of the most effective means of learning
in modern education programed instruction is based on
three generally accepted principles 1 the material is
presented in small steps called frames 2 the student makes
an immediate written response to each frame so that his
learning is constantly checked 3 the student knows if his
answer is correct the theory books are written for the
preparatory age piano student however the fundamentals of
music are presented in a logical order making the books
useful for any beginner the theory books are correlated to
the david carr glover piano library but can be used with any
course on music of this level of advancement piano technic
provides a wide variety of studies to develop the necessary
technic for performing music it can be used with any piano
course or library the objective of the authors is to encourage
students to play musically through the use of good
interesting materials that are not too difficult and which
present one technical problem at a time the music in the
david carr glover piano library is graded gradually so that
the student may play with ease beauty and an
understanding of musical values the adult piano student
provides the older beginner student with materials that will
satisfy his her musical needs while developing a pianistic
technic book 1 from the beginning presents the
fundamentals of music through the use of melodies in major
keys harmonized with accompanying chords for the older
beginner who has had some previous keyboard training the
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first book will probably be a refresher for the beginner who
has had no previous training this first book moves slowly so
that he she will develop a sound keyboard technic before
advancing into book 2 this method is for both individual and
group instruction with some materials arranged for
ensemble practice a concise step by step approach to the
study of the piano in either private or class lessons the
materials are fresh and new and presented to insure steady
progress toward a musical goal supplementary materials
should be used to balance the study material additional
piano studies will promote good music reading the 30 note
spelling lessons are for the reinforcement of the music
fundamentals found in the early levels of the david carr
glover piano library they present note spelling on the grand
staff leger lines and spaces chord note spelling whole steps
and half steps forming tetrachords and major scales and
notes and rests in 4 4 3 4 2 4 and 6 8 meter a useful little
workbook that contains a log for lesson assignments blank
staves a diagram of the circle of major minor keys and a
music dictionary this book is designed to follow logically the
piano student level v and continues to present the
fundamentals of music through the use of attractive pieces
and etudes this book presents well graded music of the
baroque classic romantic and contemporary periods of
music the sound and rhythms of today are included through
the use of well known contemporary compositions and
original materials chords and keys is written especially for
group piano instruction however it can be used to much
advantage in the individual lesson the students should have
had the equivalent of the primer level of the david carr
glover piano library and should be able to play five finger
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patterns in most of the major keys and major triads by
memory the 30 note spelling lessons are for the
reinforcement of the music fundamentals found in the early
levels of the david carr glover piano library they present
note spelling on the grand staff leger lines and spaces chord
note spelling whole steps and half steps forming tetrachords
and major scales and notes and rests in 4 4 3 4 2 4 and 6 8
meter the church musician repertoire books supplement and
reinforce music fundamentals they are designed to be used
with the church musician however they may be used with
any piano course or library each book in this series presents
standard hymns some music of the masters and original
solos which have been carefully selected and edited for
gradual progress
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Piano Student, Level 3
1999-12-10

a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading

Adult Piano Repertoire, Level 1
1999-12-10

adult piano repertoire is written to supplement and
reinforce music fundamentals the books present many
original solos and familiar religious music that the student
will enjoy playing for himself and friends original solos are
also included some are based on the sound of jazz each book
of this repertoire series is carefully selected and edited for
gradual progress they may also be used with other courses
of piano study

Piano Student, Primer
1999-12-10

a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
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musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading

Piano Theory, Level 1
1999-12-09

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Repertoire, Level 1
1967

the piano repertoire books are written to supplement and
reinforce the music fundamentals that the student is
learning at this level of advancement they may be used with
any piano course or library the books of the primer level and
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levels 1 2 present familiar folk songs and original solos folk
songs are used at this early beginning level to give the
student materials that he is familiar with and which he will
enjoy playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk
music gives him reading experience develops musical taste
and acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level 3 is
a collection of melodies of famous composers

Piano Theory, Level 3
1999-12-10

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Repertoire, Primer
1999-12-10
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the piano repertoire books are written to supplement and
reinforce the music fundamentals that the student is
learning at this level of advancement they may be used with
any piano course or library the books of the primer level and
levels 1 2 present familiar folk songs and original solos folk
songs are used at this early beginning level to give the
student materials that he is familiar with and which he will
enjoy playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk
music gives him reading experience develops musical taste
and acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level 3 is
a collection of melodies of famous composers

Piano Repertoire, Level 2
1999-12-15

the piano repertoire books are written to supplement and
reinforce the music fundamentals that the student is
learning at this level of advancement they may be used with
any piano course or library the books of the primer level and
levels i ii present familiar folk songs and original solos folk
songs are used at this early beginning level to give the
student materials that he is familiar with and which he will
enjoy playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk
music gives him reading experience develops musical taste
and acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level iii is
a collection of melodies of famous composers
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Piano Theory, Primer
1985-03-01

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Repertoire, Level 3
1999-12-15

the repertoire book are written to supplement and reinforce
the music fundamentals that the student is learning at this
level of advancement they may be used with any piano
course or library the books of the primer level and levels i ii
present familiar folk songs and original solos folk songs are
used at this early beginning level to give the student
materials that he is familiar with and which he will enjoy
playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk music
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gives him reading experience develops musical taste and
acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level iii is a
collection of melodies of famous composers

Piano Repertoire, Level 6
1999-12-10

the repertoire book are written to supplement and reinforce
the music fundamentals that the student is learning at this
level of advancement they may be used with any piano
course or library the books of the primer level and levels i ii
present familiar folk songs and original solos folk songs are
used at this early beginning level to give the student
materials that he is familiar with and which he will enjoy
playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk music
gives him reading experience develops musical taste and
acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level iii is a
collection of melodies of famous composers

Christmas Music, Primer
1985-03-01

david carr glover and louise garrow arrangements use in
sequence for those just learning or out of sequence for the
experienced player titles angels we have heard on high deck
the halls it came upon a midnight clear jolly old st nicholas
the holly and the ivy we three kings of orient are and more
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Piano Repertoire, Level 5
1999-12-09

the repertoire book are written to supplement and reinforce
the music fundamentals that the student is learning at this
level of advancement they may be used with any piano
course or library the books of the primer level and levels i ii
present familiar folk songs and original solos folk songs are
used at this early beginning level to give the student
materials that he is familiar with and which he will enjoy
playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk music
gives him reading experience develops musical taste and
acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level iii is a
collection of melodies of famous composers

Piano Student, Level 1
1999-12-10

this book is designed to follow logically the primer level and
continues to present attractive pieces and etudes it leads
the student slowly step by step into a higher level of music
study materials correlated with the piano student level
include lesson practice book piano theory piano technic 30
note spelling lessons piano repertoire the church musician
sacred music chords and keys piano duets jazz on 88 and
others
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Piano Repertoire (level Three)
1967

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Theory, Level 5
1999-12-09

piano technic provides a wide variety of studies to develop
the necessary technic for performing music it can be used
with any piano course or library the objective of the authors
is to encourage students to play musically through the use
of good interesting materials that are not too difficult and
which present one technical problem at a time the music in
the david carr glover piano library is graded gradually so
that the student may play with ease beauty and an
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understanding of musical values

Piano Technic, Level 5
1999-12-10

piano technic provides a wide variety of studies to develop
the necessary technic for performing music it can be used
with any piano course or library the objective of the authors
is to encourage students to play musically through the use
of good interesting materials that are not too difficult and
which present one technical problem at a time the music in
the david carr glover piano library is graded gradually so
that the student may play with ease beauty and an
understanding of musical values

Piano Technic, Level 1

this book includes familiar tunes as well as attractive
originals

Piano Student

the repertoire book are written to supplement and reinforce
the music fundamentals that the student is learning at this
level of advancement they may be used with any piano
course or library the books of the primer level and levels i ii
present familiar folk songs and original solos folk songs are
used at this early beginning level to give the student
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materials that he is familiar with and which he will enjoy
playing for himself and his friends this wealth of folk music
gives him reading experience develops musical taste and
acquaints him with folk lore of other countries level iii is a
collection of melodies of famous composers

Piano Duets, Level 2

a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading

Piano Repertoire, Level 4

a collection of duets for piano composed by david carr
glover

Piano Student, Level 2

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
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so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Duets, Level 3

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Theory, Level 4

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
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written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

David Carr Glover Piano Library

a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading

Piano Theory, Level 2

a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
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balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading

Piano Student, Level 6

piano technic provides a wide variety of studies to develop
the necessary technic for performing music it can be used
with any piano course or library the objective of the authors
is to encourage students to play musically through the use
of good interesting materials that are not too difficult and
which present one technical problem at a time the music in
the david carr glover piano library is graded gradually so
that the student may play with ease beauty and an
understanding of musical values

Piano Student, Level 5

the theory books of the david carr glover piano library are
written in programed instruction style one of the most
effective means of learning in modern education programed
instruction is based on three generally accepted principles 1
the material is presented in small steps called frames 2 the
student makes an immediate written response to each frame
so that his learning is constantly checked 3 the student
knows if his answer is correct the theory books are written
for the preparatory age piano student however the
fundamentals of music are presented in a logical order
making the books useful for any beginner the theory books
are correlated to the david carr glover piano library but can
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be used with any course on music of this level of
advancement

Piano Technic, Level 4

piano technic provides a wide variety of studies to develop
the necessary technic for performing music it can be used
with any piano course or library the objective of the authors
is to encourage students to play musically through the use
of good interesting materials that are not too difficult and
which present one technical problem at a time the music in
the david carr glover piano library is graded gradually so
that the student may play with ease beauty and an
understanding of musical values

Piano Theory: Level 3

the adult piano student provides the older beginner student
with materials that will satisfy his her musical needs while
developing a pianistic technic book 1 from the beginning
presents the fundamentals of music through the use of
melodies in major keys harmonized with accompanying
chords for the older beginner who has had some previous
keyboard training the first book will probably be a refresher
for the beginner who has had no previous training this first
book moves slowly so that he she will develop a sound
keyboard technic before advancing into book 2 this method
is for both individual and group instruction with some
materials arranged for ensemble practice
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Piano Technic, Level 2

a concise step by step approach to the study of the piano in
either private or class lessons the materials are fresh and
new and presented to insure steady progress toward a
musical goal supplementary materials should be used to
balance the study material additional piano studies will
promote good music reading

Adult Piano Student, Level 1

the 30 note spelling lessons are for the reinforcement of the
music fundamentals found in the early levels of the david
carr glover piano library they present note spelling on the
grand staff leger lines and spaces chord note spelling whole
steps and half steps forming tetrachords and major scales
and notes and rests in 4 4 3 4 2 4 and 6 8 meter

Piano Student, Level 4

a useful little workbook that contains a log for lesson
assignments blank staves a diagram of the circle of major
minor keys and a music dictionary

Piano Student

this book is designed to follow logically the piano student
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level v and continues to present the fundamentals of music
through the use of attractive pieces and etudes this book
presents well graded music of the baroque classic romantic
and contemporary periods of music the sound and rhythms
of today are included through the use of well known
contemporary compositions and original materials

30 Notespelling Lessons, Level 2

chords and keys is written especially for group piano
instruction however it can be used to much advantage in the
individual lesson the students should have had the
equivalent of the primer level of the david carr glover piano
library and should be able to play five finger patterns in
most of the major keys and major triads by memory

New Lesson Assignment and
Practice Record Book

the 30 note spelling lessons are for the reinforcement of the
music fundamentals found in the early levels of the david
carr glover piano library they present note spelling on the
grand staff leger lines and spaces chord note spelling whole
steps and half steps forming tetrachords and major scales
and notes and rests in 4 4 3 4 2 4 and 6 8 meter
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Piano Duets, Level 4

the church musician repertoire books supplement and
reinforce music fundamentals they are designed to be used
with the church musician however they may be used with
any piano course or library each book in this series presents
standard hymns some music of the masters and original
solos which have been carefully selected and edited for
gradual progress

Chords and Keys, Level 1

30 Notespelling Lessons, Level 1

Church Musician Repertoire, Level 1
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